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Melon Consumer Insights Objectives
This study aimed to address Melons DIP outcome 1.1 to conduct regular consumer research
to gather insights on changing perceptions and expectations of fresh Australian Melons.
More specifically;
• To increase knowledge of melon category consumer behaviour
• To better understand the drivers and barriers for consumption of melons, by increasing
knowledge of consumer attributes

• To provide Melon insights to industry as a foundational input for future R&D and
monitoring and evaluation
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Multi-stage Research Design

This presentation will cover findings from the Qualitative &
Quantitative components of the study.
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Consumers are satisfied with melons but can be uninspired,
ill-informed and underwhelmed as to their value.
1. Being inspired
o
o

Inspiration can be created via tempting descriptions of the sensorial qualities and ideas for more ways of consuming and
preparation (particularly in the cooler months). Inspiration will cut through and raise awareness.
Melon buyers tend to over-index on “routine” shopping. If creating awareness and inspiration is “Above The Line” then
these planned purchases should increase. In-store activation will maximise spontaneous purchases and likely attract a
new source of volume.

2. Being informed
o

Only 3% of Australian consumers are concerned about the safety of Rockmelons whereas approximately a quarter recall
a negative experience with the taste or freshness of a melon. There are opportunities around communicating Australian
Grown and provenance-based story telling, year round seasonality and educating on specific health/nutritional benefits.

3. Being valued
o Only 20% of consumers predict they will increase consumption of melons in the future and a price increase would
temporarily halt purchases. Value has some way to increase, which beyond inspiration and education, can be encouraged
by a more consistent quality product being in stock.
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Consumers are satisfied with melons but can be uninspired,
ill-informed and underwhelmed as to their value.

Australian melon
consumers are
satisfied with the
current range of
melons but aren’t
necessarily
interested in new
melon varieties

7.4
(7.2)

Satisfaction

And tend to be uninspired in terms of
preparation and consumption…
Current Consumption

6.5

Importance

(6.7)

6.4

On its own
In a fruit salad
In fruit platters

58%
29%
28%

Interest in New

(7.8)
Brackets = benchmark

Inspiration can be created via tempting descriptions of the sensorial qualities and ideas for more ways of consuming and
preparation (particularly in the cooler months). Inspiration will cut through and raise awareness.
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Only 20% of consumers predict they will increase consumption of melons in the future and a price
increase would temporarily halt purchases. Value has some way to increase, which beyond inspiration
and education, can be encouraged by a more consistent quality product being in stock.
Likelihood to buy melons in future…
The same,
80%

Future Willingness to Spend.
More, 20%

5.3
Motivating factors for purchasing more Melons in the future.

1. More affordable/ Better price/ Cheaper
2. Consistency year-round/ Better Quality

(Scale 0-10, 0= A lot less,
5= The Same, 10= A lot more)

Not willing to pay more if
the prices of melons were to
temporarily increase.
This was particularly true for
the more commonly
purchased varieties of pink
watermelons, rockmelon
and honeydew melons.

3. Availability in store/ longer season
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Being valued

Despite this, price isn’t as important as quality in most instances, and consumers can find it
difficult to judge melon quality, particularly when melon is whole.
Price is less important than quality;
o

The lowest priced melon won’t necessarily be selected if the
quality appears inferior

o

Within a range, price isn’t an issue, although above a certain point
price still can inhibit a sale

o

Melons are expected to be cheaper when ‘in season’

Melons are perceived to vary in quality;
o

Under-ripe: Hard texture, tasteless, no aroma.

o

Over-ripe: Deteriorating texture (mushy, squishy), overly strong
aroma.

o

Deteriorating due to short shelf life, especially when cut (mushy,
squishy, slimy, “off” aroma).

o

Tasteless

o

Describe melon selection as “taking pot luck” or “taking a punt”

Potential melon competitors:
Other fruits suitable for snacks or platters. Mainly
pineapple or strawberries.
Also kiwi, mandarins, cucumber (hydrating). A
healthier alternative to lollies for a children’s
snack or treat.
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New melon varieties may spark interest, however creating awareness, providing education
and ensuring consumers have a reason for trial is imperative.

Consumers are not actively seeking new
varieties.
o

Lack of awareness of varieties other than the
three most common contributes to this.

o

Consumers are generally happy with the range
currently offered, but showed some interest in
trying new varieties discovered during the
shopper safari’s.

o

There is some concern that providing new
varieties of melon would involve genetic
modification and/or imports from overseas.

However take up can be enhanced…

“I like getting an idea of what
the whole ones look like on
the inside.”

1. Showing the internal flesh (cut version on display/ image)
2. Include descriptions of the sensory qualities
3. Provide taste tests in store
4. Provide usage/ serving suggestions
6. Select names that avoid suggestion that the melon
is imported
“When trying new melons like the orange candy and
winter melon, it would’ve been nice to have extra
information because we hadn’t tried them before.”
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Additionally, a range of formats is required to meet consumer needs. Where melons are only
sold in whole format, propensity to purchase is compromised.
Whole
Melons
Purchased when:
•

A large quantity is required e.g.
for entertaining for a larger
household.

•

Freshness is a priority. Cutting
compromises freshness.

“I wouldn’t buy a whole watermelon unless it
was for a party because I wouldn’t eat it all in
that timeframe”
“A whole watermelon is too tricky to
carry. A whole one wouldn’t fit in my
basket”

Half Melons
(OR Smaller sections)
Purchased when:
•

A whole melon would not be used up by
the household before it deteriorated.
The aim is to avoid potential wastage.

•

There is a need to see the flesh to judge
ripeness.

•

Ease of transportation is an issue.

•

The convenience of a ready-cut portion
is important.
“I play it safe and tend to get the halves. That
way I can sort of see if it’s ripe”

“I wouldn’t buy a whole watermelon unless it was for
a party because I wouldn’t eat it all in that timeframe,
I wouldn’t eat it all to myself.”

Small pieces in plastic
containers
(with or without other
melons or fruit)

Purchased when:
•

Part of a work day lunch purchase
e.g. with a salad.

•

In a hurry and needing a quick and
convenient snack outside the home.
A “healthier alternative” to other
snack products available.

Watermelon deteriorates quickly when cut
into small pieces and is often rejected in
packaged format.
In this context, melon is more appealing
when mixed with other fruit e.g.
strawberries.
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Compared to normal shopping behaviour, shopping for melons tends to be less based on promotion, and
instead more likely an impulse purchase or as part of their normal shopping routine.
Shopper Type.
Particular,
9% Impulse,

7%

Melon
Shopper Type.
Particular,
Impulse,
11%

19%

Routine,
19%

Promoti
onal,
65%

Promotional,
36%

Routine, 35%

I usually buy products on impulse
I purchase the same brands as part of my routine
I purchase products that I notice are on special or part of a promotion
I always buy products for a specific reason, and no other product will do

Household/ Seasonal differences;
For some households melons are a regular
and/or planned purchase. For others,
purchase is more spontaneous or occasionbased.
Households with young children are more
likely to be frequent and planned purchasers.
o Purchase is more frequent and more likely
to be planned in summer.
o Impulse purchases are more associated
with winter.
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Being inspired

As seen, Melon buyers tend to over-index on “routine” shopping. If creating awareness and inspiration is
“Above The Line” then these planned purchases should increase. In-store activation will maximise
spontaneous purchases and likely attract a new source of volume.
Consumer point of sale (In-Store) considerations…
Is the melon I’m looking for easy to find in store?

Are all melons grouped together?

How well are the melons presented?

Is there a nice base or background? Good lighting?

Can I see and handle the melons easily?

Are they at eye level? Or on lower shelves?

Is there a good range to pick from?

How well stocked is the store?

Can I see what the inside/ flesh of the melon looks like?

Can they check ripeness and what they perceive as
good quality?

How fresh does the melon look?
Does it look/ feel firm?

How does it smell? Are there any odd odours?

Will they feel safe with their purchase? Will it taste
how they expect? Feel how they expect in mouth?

Is there any extra information about the product?

Where did it come from? Any describing features?

Can I clearly see the price/ melon name?

Can they easily find key details?
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In-Store Ideal Display Visualised

“Information in the market helped, there was a sign with the Piel
de Sapo that said ‘tastes like honeydew’ which was helpful.”

Being inspired
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Sensory attributes examined by melon consumers at point of sale (in store), guiding their purchase decision.
Pink Watermelon
(with pips)

When deciding
between whole
melons

o
o
o

(knocking/ tapping)

o
o

When deciding
between cut or
sliced melons

Size
Firmness
Sound

o
o
o
o

Size
Consistent colour of internal
flesh
Firmness of inner flesh
Depth of internal flesh
colour
Moistness
Damage to inner flesh

Rockmelon

Honeydew Melon

o
o
o

Smell
Firmness
Size

o
o
o

Firmness
Smell
Size

o
o

Smell
Consistent colour of
internal flesh
Size
No damage to inner flesh
Depth of internal flesh
colour

o

Consistent colour of
internal flesh
Size
No damage to inner flesh
Moistness of inner flesh
Smell

o
o
o

o
o
o
o

Volleyball (20cm Diameter)

Volleyball (20cm Diameter)

Volleyball (20cm Diameter)

Soccer ball (22cm Diameter)

iPhone X/ Samsung S10
(15cm Diameter)

iPhone X/ Samsung S10
(15cm Diameter)

Ideal Size

Shown in order of importance
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Being valued

Consistent quality of stock can be addressed through focusing on the below melon attributes.
Key Attributes

1.

Colour (34%)

2.

Sweetness (29%)

3.

Juicy (26%)

4.

Firmness (22%)

5.

Taste (20%)

6.

Freshness (13%)

Across the board, a darker/ vibrant flesh & skin colour is assumed to be more flavoursome.
Too pale = unripe, Too dark = Overripe. Consistency is key, no bruises (e.g. Finger marks in cut fruit).

Described together in most instances, an ideal melon is presumed to be highly sweet and juicy
(Slightly watery not slimy, dry unappealing).
Firm flesh texture without being too hard, soft/mushy/slimy/dry texture to be avoided. Slightly
crunchy & moist ideal when chewing.
Strong & Rich (Used in conjunction with Sweetness & Juicy).
Freshness used in conjunction with Crisp/ Crunchy/ Firm/ Juicy/ Vibrant. Encompasses information above.

What are consumers looking
for in a Melon?
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Being informed

There are opportunities around communicating Australian Grown and provenance-based story telling,
year round seasonality and educating on specific health/nutritional benefits.
They typically purchase and consume melons
because they consider them to be…
Common Triggers
Fruit & Veg Triggers
o Healthy/ good for
me
o The taste/ flavour
o Easy to eat
o Australian Grown

o For specific
health benefits

But perceptions of their availability and cost
throughout the year limit purchase & consumption…
Common Barriers*

More commonly known sweet
melons were also seen as
unsuitable for cooler months

o Healthy/ Good for them

o Not in season

o The taste/ flavour

o Generally expensive/ too costly

o Refreshing/ Hydrating

o Not readily available

o Easy to eat

o Don’t feel like eating them

For lesser known melon types
(Winter/ Hairy/ Indian Bitter/ Piel De
Sapo & Orange Candy), uncertainty of
taste is also a factor.

Awareness of where melons are grown within Australia is very limited, leading to
misconceptions around seasonality, pricing & availability. More specific communication of
provenance (e.g. Queensland melons) has the potential to help address this issue.
*Common barriers when melon type
isn’t being purchased all year round
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Being informed
Certain melons are predominantly sought after during particular seasons.

Summer
92%

Summer/Autumn

92%

88%

87%

80%
63%

66%

64%

66%

47%
29%

Watermelon
Pink (pips)
(N=647)

25%

Watermelon
Yellow (pips)
(N=77)

60%

70%
66%
55%

47%
31%

Pink Seedless
watermelon
(N=668)

25%

Yellow Seedless
watermelon
(N=75)

Year Round

84%

61%

57%

57%

Winter

70%
64%

55%
49% 46%
44%

53%
45%

28%

Rockmelon
(N=693)

Summer

76%
61%

63%61%

77%
69%66% 71%

40%

32%

28%

Honeydew
Melon (N=440)

Autumn

73%

Piel De Sapo
(N=44)

Winter

Orange Candy
Melon (N=77)

Winter Melon
(N=83)

Hairy Melon
(N=41)

Indian Bitter
Melon (N=100)

Spring
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Being informed
Perceived Seasonality inhibits repeat purchase throughout the whole year.

“It’s probably a summer fruit because that’s when
it’s in season and the sweetest and nicest”

Belief: Melons are grown in
summer.
Melons are grown in warm places and are
therefore in season in summer.
In winter melons are less widely available,
lower in quality, more expensive, may be
imported or from cool store.

Besides purely not considering melons outside of usual
purchasing months, the following trends are evident between
melon types;

Rockmelon and Honeydew (& Orange Candy Melon/ Winter Melon)
Unavailable to purchasing during remaining months

Experience: Melon sensory features
and typical uses suit summer.

Yellow Watermelon
Assumed to be picked when in season and then stored for remaining
months
OR Continually grown but of lesser quality

Melons are refreshing, colourful and served
cold. They are more suited to summer use e.g.
in salads, fruit salads, platters or as a hot
weather treat.

Indian Bitter Melon & Piel De Sapo
Strongest perceptions of being imported
Also considered unavailable for purchasing during remaining months

“You can find it easily and it’s cheap in summer”
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Being informed

Only 3% of Australian consumers are concerned about the safety of Rockmelons whereas approximately a
quarter recall a negative experience with the taste or freshness of a melon.

26% have had a bad
experience when
consuming a melon…
Due to issues with the taste
(off/rotten/ watery/ bad)
or texture (soft/soggy).

14%
N=138

3%

Specifically had a
bad experience
with Rockmelons

N=30

Verbatim Responses
Listeria x6
outbreak

Next Purchase?
The next week

24%

A few weeks later
1-2 months later

25%

Information in x4
media/ news
People x3
dying

15%

Salmonella x3

Location?
& limited more serious
negative experiences,
with no listeria mentions.

Felt Rockmelons
were unsafe

Same store/ location
Different store/ location

64%

Health contamination/ warnings

x2

36%

But it rarely impacted future purchase.

Some concern around listeria/
health contaminations, although
not personally experienced.
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Overall Summary: Recommendations.
1. Quality
o
o

Poor sensory characteristics of melons (i.e. Appearance, Taste, Smell) lead to perceptions of decreased quality
and lower satisfaction.
Consistent quality is key to grow demand, through increased customer satisfaction. Take measures to ensure
appropriate state of ripeness & visual appeal of melons in store.

2. Seasonality & Price
o
o

Perceived seasonality is a key barrier to continued purchase & consumption throughout the year, with flow on
effects to perceptions of increased price at certain points of the year.
Educate consumers on year round availability of melons, grown in Australia, emphasising ‘Always Fresh’.

3. Varieties
o
o

Interest in the melon category can be sparked through the availability of new varieties in store.
Raise awareness of current & new varietals, communicating sensory features and potential uses to encourage
further trial.
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